**TRAINING CLASSES FOR ANIMAL WORKERS**

In New Brunswick and Piscataway

Learning opportunities:
- Pick up/restrain a mouse or rat safely
- Basic aseptic surgical techniques
- Specialized training – procedures, surgeries

**RODENT HANDLING BASICS**

Second Tuesday of the month

**INDIVIDUALIZED SPECIAL CLASSES**

Call or email Donna Aler to schedule.

**TO REGISTER:**

Contact Donna Aler - Email: alerdl@rwjms.rutgers.edu
Phone: New Brunswick (732) 235-8237
       Piscataway (732) 235-3969

**LOCATION:**

RWJMS Research Tower Room B09, Piscataway

**BASICS OF RODENT SURGERY**

Last Tuesday of the month, in Nelson Laboratories D113

Contact Bobbie Jo Bratsano to register: joie@las.rutgers.edu

**Note:** To participate in any class, you must have completed:
- - an orientation session
- - have occupational health clearance
- - have facility access (completed tour)